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Rep
D Reader

Gardiner

Comments made

WPD Response
Routeing and use of the existing connection to Alltwalis wind
Main Points farm..
1) The Route
The Strategic Optioneering Report (SOR) (volume 8.2) at paragraph
The original connection project was to connect 2.2.5 records that WPD reassessed the strategic options behind the
three new wind farms. The route was selected decision to connect the proposed development to the EE line at
on the basis of three wind farms. Although the Llandyfaelog. WPD looked specifically at earlier assumptions and
developer has stated that they have
conclusions and concluded that notwithstanding the withdrawal of the
reassessed the strategic options I would
connection offer for Bryn Llywelyn Wind Farm and the withdrawal of
challenge if the route is now the best option
Brechfa Forest East Wind Farm from the project, the connection to
and would like to see an independent review of an existing overhead line near Llandyfaelog was still most
the route.
appropriate.
2) The Potential To Utilise the Existing
Connection to the Alltwalis Wind Farm.
There is an existing connection to the Alltwalis
Wind Farm. In the developers proposal they
confirm that the connection has the capacity to
take the connection of new wind farm with
some upgrade of the infrastructure and
mentions some potential connectivity issues,
but dismiss this option. I would like to see
further scrutiny of this potential option which
would make the Brechfa Connection Project
unnecessary.
I wish to oppose the granting of planning
permission for this application.
I do not consider that sufficient consideration for
mitigation of the impact it will have on the local
community has occurred.

The technical justification for connection to Swansea North
Substation via the EE route is set out within the SOR which
considers a number of alternatives before identifying Option 5 as the
preferred option. These alternatives are summarised within the SOR
Summary Table (DLV19 Appendix 1 Strategic Options Comparison)
prepared in answer to the Exa’s question DLV19.

Consideration of mitigation
In the process of designing the project mitigation has taken two
forms. There is embedded mitigation and there is additional
mitigation which is to address potentially significant effects.
Embedded mitigation includes for the avoidance of certain effects
through scheme design and begins with route selection. The
Environmental Statement (ES) Chapter 3 paragraph 3.6.2 to 3.6.26
explains the approach taken to avoid significant effects during route
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WPD Response
identification and selection.
Having identified a preferred route embedded mitigation includes for
the consideration of undergrounding, to avoid potentially highly
significant landscape and visual effects. The approach to
undergrounding as embedded mitigation is set out within ES Chapter
3 paragraph 3.7.1 to 3.7.6 and embedded mitigation in a landscape
and visual context is explained further within ES Chapter 9
paragraph 9.9.1 to 9.9.6. Each topic chapter of the ES sets out the
embedded mitigation relevant to it.
With embedded mitigation in place an assessment is made of the
potential for significant environmental effects. Within each
environmental topic chapter of the ES additional mitigation is
identified where such mitigation is considered necessary and
appropriate to reduce the predicted level of effect. Much of this
mitigation takes the form of environmental management and ES
Chapter 20 Tables 20.1 and 20.2 summarises the environmental
commitments made by WPD during the construction and operational
phases.
Specific to local communities, consideration of the social and
economic effects of the project are reported within ES Chapter 17.
Embedded mitigation is identified within Table 17.18 and additional
mitigation within section 17.11.

3

Harrison

The general public our MP & AM have made it
perfectly clear to Western Power that they require

WPD has given consideration to matters raised by the local
community and the approach to consultation has been supported by
Carmarthenshire County Council in their adequacy of consultation
document. At every stage, the project has had regard to the
consultation received and the changes made to the scheme are
summarised within ES Chapter 4 and within the Consultation Report
(volume 5.1) in sections 5.4, 6.4, 11.7 and 12.4.
WPD’s approach to undergrounding
The Applicant’s starting point at the outset of the process leading to
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the whole line to go underground because we do
not want our countryside and tourism ruined any
more. So far we have been completely ignored
seemingly because it is cheaper to take it
overhead. If RWE are concerned about the cost,
instead of bragging about the community fund
they will be giving out, may I suggest they spend
it on under-grounding the cables, it would please
the people much more. After speaking to
engineers they say underground cables are much
easier to maintain and repair when a fault
happens. We are constantly told local people’s
opinion counts so please will western power and
the inspector listen and act on local opinions.

WPD Response
the design of the connection was to review relevant policy and advice
contained within Paragraph 2.8.2 of National Planning Statement for
Electricity Networks Infrastructure (EN-5) which states that
“Government does not believe that development of overhead lines is
generally incompatible in principle with developers’ statutory duty
under section 9 [sic] of the Electricity Act to have regard to amenity
and to mitigate impacts.” Furthermore it referred to Paragraph 1.7.5
which explains that Government decided against a presumption for
undergrounding in designated landscapes because of environmental
and security of supply issues that may result and instead,
Government states that decisions on undergrounding should be
made via the guidance contained within EN-5 on a case by case
evaluation.
The Applicant was also conscious of the guidance contained within
EN-5 which goes on to say that although Government expects that
overhead lines will often be appropriate and their effects can often be
mitigated, where there are serious concerns about the potential
adverse landscape and visual effects of a proposed overhead line
mitigation may be appropriate. The Applicant is aware (Schedule 9 of
the Electricity Act 1989) of its duty, when formulating proposals, to
have regard to the environment (EN-5 Paragraph 2.26).
When deciding on the appropriateness of a connection therefore the
Applicant and ultimately the decision-maker has “to balance these
[the effects of overhead lines] against other relevant factors,
including the need for the proposed infrastructure, the availability and
cost of alternative sites and routes and methods of installation
(including undergrounding)” (EN-5 Paragraph 2.8.8).
Following a review of the above guidance the applicant initiated the
identification of a study area. The initial study area chosen was
informed by the above guidance, by the Holford Rules, and through a
detailed assessment of the environmental baseline of
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WPD Response
Carmarthenshire. It was concluded that it would be possible to
identify an area which would exclude nationally designated areas
such as national parks and AONBs and that as such, an assumption
that an all OHL connection could be made was reached. As corridor
and then route optioneering progressed this assumption was
revisited and reconfirmed.
The feasible route alignment options presented at Stage 3a
consisted of options that would be adequate and sufficient for
installation of an OHL in the opinion of the Applicant along the entire
alignment allowing for the consideration of undergrounding some
route sections where technical, economic or environmental issues
suggested that this may be justified.
The approach taken by the Applicant subsequently was to divide the
study area into thirteen distinct landscape character areas through
which the route alignment options would cross and to assess
individually each for their landscape character, susceptibility to the
type of development proposed and value. Where the potential
presence of an overhead line was considered to create a ‘serious
concern’ (NPS EN-5 paragraph 2.8.8) which could have equated to a
highly significant (major) adverse impact (as defined by the LVIA EIA
methodology employed by the Applicant) then mitigation in the form
of undergrounding was considered. In reaching a decision as to
whether undergrounding would be an appropriate form of mitigation
consideration was given by the Applicant as to the potential for
significant effects to arise for example to archaeological resources or
sensitive habitats for example (NPS EN-5 Paraqraph 2.8.9). The
Applicant’s approach to undergrounding was set out within Appendix
1.1 to the Route Alignment Selection Report (dated August 2014)
and is summarised within the ES within Chapter 3 Project
Alternatives [APP-058]. The Route Alignment Selection Report is
submitted as DLV22 Appendix 1 Route Alignment Selection Report.
In conclusion, undergrounding was considered necessary to mitigate
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Withdraw
Office of Rail
and Road

Comments made

Dear Sir/Madam

WPD Response
what would otherwise be highly significant (major) adverse impacts
across the Towy Valley. In all other instances, the assessment of
environmental effects, whether on tourism, visual receptors,
residential receptors or biodiversity were considered to be not highly
significant to the extent that mitigation in the form of undergrounding
would be appropriate and as such it was dismissed as an alternative
for additional parts of the proposed route.
Faults and repairs
With regard to faults and repairs, it is WPDs experience that OHL are
easier to maintain, detect faults and repair rather than underground
cable. Key reasons for this are the time taken and difficulty in fault
location, that it is often a more significant operation to repair a 132kV
underground cable and that in repairing a fault there may be a higher
level of disruption than an equivalent repair to an OHL (see Lifetime
Costs Report volume 8.4 section 2.3).
No comment.
No comment.

Thank you for your letter dated 29.6.15 seeking
any representations we may wish to make in
relation to application reference EN020016. I
confirm that the Office of Rail and Road has no
comment to make.
Kind regards
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Gilfach Wen
Barn
(Same as 2)

A Harrison
Impact upon tourism business
I wish to oppose this planning application, I do
not consider there has been sufficient mitigation
The impacts of the scheme on tourism interests across the study
for the impact it will have on my tourism business. area have been fully assessed and documented in the ES Chapter
17, Section 17.7. No significant impacts were recorded with respect
to tourism.
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RWE Innogy
UK ltd

Comments made

RWE Innogy UK Ltd (Innogy) is one of the UK's
leading renewable energy developers and
operators. Across the UK, Innogy operates 17
hydroelectric power projects and 22 wind farms,
and has a number of new schemes in
development. Innogy wishes to register as an
interested party to be able to participate in the
examination phase of the Brechfa Forest
Electricity Connection (BFEC) project.
Innogy’s Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm (BFW)
received planning consent from the Secretary of
State for Energy and Climate Change in March
2013 and will contribute up to 84MW towards
Welsh, UK and European renewable energy
targets. This wind farm relies on the BFEC
project to deliver its generated electricity into the
National Grid and have contracted Western
Power Distribution (WPD), as the relevant
distribution network operator for South Wales, to
progress the grid connection.
The BFEC project is essential for Innogy and
must be completed on time to meet the
commissioning timescales of our BFW project.
Innogy has had ongoing engagement with WPD
to ensure the BFEC proposals are delivered in a

WPD Response
The property in question is understood to lie to the south west of
Brechfa Village. If correct, (no address has been provided by PINs)
it would be 3km distant from the nearest point of the proposed
connection (the point where it reaches the Brechfa West wind farm
substation). Visual effects are considered to be negligible and
insufficient to significantly affect tourism.
WPD’s obligations
WPD is obligated to offer and provide a co-ordinated and
economical, compliant connection to RWE Innogy UK Ltd and
recognises the essential nature of the connection to that project.
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Mr Robert
Jones

Comments made
coordinated and timely manner. Construction of
the BFEC project will be concurrent with the
construction of BFW and therefore works in the
vicinity should be planned, monitored and
managed so as to avoid disruption to
construction activities, as well as minimising
potential cumulative impacts on the environment
and on local communities. Innogy will continue to
engage with WPD as necessary throughout the
lifetime of the BFEC project to ensure works are
carefully planned and coordinated.
Object to the proposal on the following grounds:1) The connection will create an intrusive
unsightly element in a landscape that is at
present largely pristine.
2) The work associated with establishing the
connection will create traffic congestion on the
roads, the cost of which would not be
warranted by any cost/benefit analyses carried
out by independent means.
3) If it is necessary to make a connection, they
should be underground in their entirety. The
developers have rejected this option on "cost",
but any such cost will be borne by the
consumer, and the developer has not
quantified the saving to be made in lower
future maintenance costs if they were
underground. This alternative would be more
environmentally friendly.

WPD Response

1) Landscape effects
The landscape and visual impact assessment process (recorded in
Chapter 9 of the Environmental Statement (ES) volume 6.2)
considered the degree to which the proposed infrastructure might
either appear intrusive in any of the 13 different landscape character
areas through which it would pass or unsightly in specific views from
visual receptor locations (including residential properties, footpaths,
roads and other relevant places). Due to the specific landscape
context in each character area and to the limited scale of the
proposed wooden-pole infrastructure, its appearance was judged
likely to generally not have a significant effect on the different
landscape character areas along the route (the significant landscape
character effect identified in pLCA10 (Llanpumsaint Hills west of
Rhydargaeau) would arise in part as a consequence of tree removal
and would only be partially due to the appearance of the new
infrastructure in that area). Overall the proposed development was
assessed as not likely to be intrusive or unsightly to a significant
degree.
In summary, the assessment concluded that the proposed
development would not become a generally intrusive element and
that the landscape along its route would accommodate it to a
reasonable degree such that the change to the landscape would be
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WPD Response
limited, and hence acceptable.
2) Traffic and transport
Consideration of the likely effects resulting from traffic and transport
generated by the proposed development is reported within ES
Chapter 17 (volume 6.2). The chapter concludes that there will be
no significant effects as a result of congestion. Furthermore WPD
proposes to manage construction traffic via a Construction Traffic
Management Plan (volume 8.7). None of the parties consulted
during the scoping of the Environmental Impact Assessment (see
application documents volume 6.5 Scoping Report and 6.6 Scoping
Opinion) required the preparation of a cost benefit analysis
3) Maintenance costs for underground cable
The assessment of the landscape and visual effects of the proposed
development firmly concluded that there were insufficient ‘serious
concerns’ (as defined in EN5) to justify mitigation in the form of
undergrounding in eleven out of the thirteen landscape character
areas identified along the route. Each of these landscape character
areas was judged to be insufficiently susceptible and insufficiently
highly valued to not be able to successfully accommodate the
proposed development overhead. In the remaining two landscape
character areas (pLCAs 7 and 8) the assessment concluded that the
potential for highly (major) significant landscape and visual effects
was such that mitigation in the form of undergrounding would be
appropriate. The relative costs of maintaining an overhead line
versus and underground cable are set out within the Lifetime Costs
Report (volume 8.4) and demonstrate that the costs of operation and
maintenance are higher per km for underground cable (see Table 1
of that report).
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Elizabeth
Olwen Davies

My interest in this project is due to the fact that I
live locally and feel that I have the right to
express my views. The issues that concerns me

Cumulative effects with existing and consented wind farms
There is currently one operational wind farm adjacent to Brechfa
Forest (Alltwalis Wind Farm) and two consented (Brechfa Forest
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Naomi
Marriott-Tuft

Comments made
is the amount of overhead cables; that is the 25.3
km. whilst the underground is only 3.3 km. The
difference between living in rural areas and urban
areas are clearly defined. We are a small village
with already a site of 10 turbines and a service
road. We will have to endure another access
road being built, only 150 meters from an existing
access road plus another 28 turbines. The result
of further construction of overhead cables to
Carmarthen should be reconsidered.

I would like to express my views regarding the
overhead cables that will be another blight on the
surrounding area. We already have to endure
the new plans for a further 28 turbines added on
to our already 10 existing turbines. Your plans,
should they go ahead, will only contribute to this
area becoming an industrial site. The second
access road to this area is not necessary either.
This will cause endless noise, dust and havoc for
years to come. This is my reasons for more of
the cables to be placed underground.

WPD Response
West and Brechfa Forest East wind farms). Brechfa Forest West
Wind Farm was consented by the Secretary of State and would
consist of 28 wind turbines. All three wind farms lie within or
immediately adjacent to the Welsh Government’s Strategic Search
Area G for onshore wind. Alltwalis and Brechfa Forest West wind
farms are served by separate access roads. Both of these roads,
one of which has been constructed, are consented. WPD does not
propose to use either road during the construction of the connection.
WPD has considered the need for a new connection to serve Brechfa
Forest West Wind Farm. It has investigated the feasibility of utilising
existing or upgraded existing connections and concluded that neither
approach would be appropriate taking into account its statutory
obligation, technical feasibility and the potential environmental effects
that may result. The rationale for the need for the project is set out
within the Strategic Optioneering Report Chapter 3 (volume 8.2).
Cumulative effects with existing and consented wind farms
There is currently one operational wind farm adjacent to Brechfa
Forest (Alltwalis Wind Farm) and two consented (Brechfa Forest
West and Brechfa Forest East wind farms). Brechfa Forest West
Wind Farm was consented by the Secretary of State and would
consist of 28 wind turbines. All three wind farms lie within or
immediately adjacent to the Welsh Government’s Strategic Search
Area G for onshore wind. Alltwalis and Brechfa Forest West wind
farms are served by separate access roads. Both of these roads,
one of which has been constructed, are consented. WPD does not
propose to use either road during the construction of the connection
and instead proposes to access land within Brechfa Forest via
existing forestry roads with access to these roads via the existing
highway, to the south of the village of Alltwalis (see ES Figure 16.1
volume 6.3).
WPD’s experience suggests that the construction works associated
with undergrounding could potentially lead to higher levels of noise
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M Davies

Comments made
I would like to make submissions regarding the
following:
- Personal feeling towards the proposals i.e. no
community or public benefit, or added value, will
come from the connection proposals.

WPD Response
and dust than the alternative of OHL.
Community benefit
WPD does not propose to introduce a community benefits package
as a result of the proposed connection. WPD is aware of a
community benefits package proposed by RWE Innogy, the
developer of the Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm, and presumes that
this would be activated once the consented wind farm becomes
operational. WPD is aware of welsh national policy which
recognises the public good stemming from the generation of
renewable energy. In a letter issued on 14 August 2015, for
example, the Minister noted that the effective deployment of
renewable energy technologies will address the issue of climate
change immediately and provide very real opportunities for
sustainable economic development in Wales.

- A view of public opinion regarding the
proposals. The local authorities and local people
have expressed very strong wishes to have the
connection routed underground. These should
not be ignored.

Views expressed during consultation
WPD has taken account of all comments received at both nonstatutory and statutory stages of consultation. A record of the
process of consultation, comments received and the extent to which
the comments have influenced the design of the proposed
development is set out within the Consultation Report (volume 5.1).
WPD’s approach to consultation was agreed informally with CCC
and formally via the Statement of Community Consultation. CCC
has subsequently confirmed WPD’s adequacy of consultation. When
considering the appropriateness of undergrounding the whole of the
connection, WPD has had to have consideration to its statutory
obligations as set out within the Schedule 9 statement as well as
national policy in the form of NPS EN-5. Where the potential for
highly significant, major effects upon landscape and visual receptors
has been identified, consistent with its obligations, national policy
and consultation responses, the connection has been
undergrounded to mitigate those effects.

- The health and safety aspects of the installation

Health and safety
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Rhodri Glyn
Thomas AM

Comments made
over rural landscapes. Significant risks and
residual health and safety risk will be introduced
by the scheme. Considering the mix of urban,
semi-industrial and agricultural nature of the
landscape, consideration of the introduction of
such a long length of overhead line along the
route will leave increased risks of accident and
fatal injury that was not present before the
scheme. How will these be negated in order to
protect the public at large and the users of the
areas surrounding the line route
As the elected Assembly Member for Carmarthen
East & Dinefwr I have been contacted by many
constituents with concerns regarding this project.
Constituents felt very excluded from the
consultation process and did not feel that their
voices were heard. Maintain concerns regarding
the effect on Tourism and community benefit,
Environmental Impact and the proximity of some
of the poles to water courses and properties.
It has been made clear that the call from the
community is for the whole line to be placed
underground and that this is the only way I would
support this project.

WPD Response
ES chapter 2 paragraph 2.5.9 (volume 6.2) confirms that the OHL will
conform to Electricity Network Association Technical Specification
(ENA TS) 43-50 and to British Standard (BS) 50341 part 3 section 9
UK NNA. As such it will be constructed and will operate in complete
conformance with all relevant nationally accepted standards.

Views expressed during consultation
WPD has taken account of all comment received at both nonstatutory and statutory stages of pre-application consultation. A
record of the process of consultation, comments received and the
extent to which the comments have influenced the design of the
proposed development is set out within the Consultation Report
(volume 5.1). WPD’s approach to consultation was agreed informally
with CCC and formally via the Statement of Community Consultation.
CCC has subsequently confirmed WPD’s adequacy of consultation.
When considering the appropriateness of undergrounding the whole
of the connection WPD has had to have consideration to its statutory
obligations as set out within the Schedule 9 statement as well as
national policy in the form of NPS EN-5. Where the potential for
highly significant, major effects upon landscape and visual receptors
has been identified, consistent with its obligations, national policy
and consultation responses, the connection has been
undergrounded to mitigate those effects.
Tourism
The potential effects on tourism and local businesses has been fully
assessed and documented in the ES Chapter 17, Section 17.7
(volume 6.2). The ES concluded that there would be no significant
adverse direct or indirect or cumulative socio-economic, recreation
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WPD Response
and tourism impacts during either the construction or operational
phase.
Community benefit
WPD does not propose to introduce a community benefits package
as a result of the proposed connection. WPD is aware of a
community benefits package proposed by RWE Innogy, the
developer of the Brechfa West Wind Farm and presumes that this
would be activated once the consented wind farm becomes
operational. WPD is aware of welsh national policy which
recognises the public good stemming from the generation of
renewable energy. In a letter issued on 14 August 2015, for
example, the Minister noted that the effective deployment of
renewable energy technologies will address the issue of climate
change immediately and provide very real opportunities for
sustainable economic development in Wales.
Proximity to watercourses
The potential effects on watercourses has been fully assessed and
documented in the ES Chapter 13, Section 13.6.13 – 13.6.23,
Section 13.7 and 13.8 (volume 6.2). The ES concluded that there
would be no significant adverse direct or indirect or cumulative
effects upon watercourses.
Proximity to properties
The potential for significant effects stemming from the proximity of
the connection to residential properties is assessed within the ES at
Chapter 9 (Landscape and Visual), Chapter 14 Noise and Vibration
and Chapter 15 Air Quality. Cumulative and inter-relationships
Chapter 19. No significant effects have been identified.

13

Jonathan
Edwards MP

As the elected Member of Parliament for
Carmarthen East & Dinefwr many constituents
have contacted me with concerns regarding this

Views expressed during consultation
WPD has taken account of all comment received at both nonstatutory and statutory stages of pre-application consultation. A
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David Robert
Duke

Comments made
project. I have also held a series of public
meetings with constituents - something that WPD
had refused to do. Constituents were therefore
disappointed with the consultation process and
did not feel listened to.
It has been made clear from the start that this
whole line needs to be placed underground.
I am concerned regarding the effect on Tourism
and the environment and am disappointed that
constituents have had people access their land
without permission.
Constituents feel that there are unanswered
questions and that they have suffered enough
with wind farms in the area.
It is for these reasons that I can only support this
case if the whole line is placed underground.

I wish to request that the whole of the connection
project be placed underground through this
beautiful area of countryside. This was done
some years ago for a very much smaller
generation of electricity from the hydroelectric

WPD Response
record of the process of consultation, comments received and the
extent to which the comments have influenced the design of the
proposed development is set out within the Consultation Report
(volume 5.1). WPD’s approach to consultation was agreed informally
with CCC and formally via the Statement of Community Consultation.
CCC has subsequently confirmed WPD’s adequacy of consultation.
When considering the appropriateness of undergrounding the whole
of the connection WPD has had to have consideration to its statutory
obligations as set out within the Schedule 9 statement as well as
national policy in the form of NPS EN-5. Where the potential for
highly significant, major effects upon landscape and visual receptors
has been identified, consistent with its obligations, national policy
and consultation responses, the connection has been
undergrounded to mitigate those effects.
Tourism and the environment
The potential effects on the environment, including tourism and local
businesses has been fully assessed and documented in the ES
Chapter 17 (Volume 6.2). The ES concluded that there would be no
significant adverse direct or indirect or cumulative socio-economic,
recreation and tourism impacts during either the construction or
operational phase.
Accessing land without permission
There were, on limited occasions, instances where representatives of
WPD entered land without permission. This was not deliberate and
an apology was sent to landowners. Instances arose through
genuine misunderstandings and WPD’s policy is always to contact
landowners before entering land.
Undergrounding from Llyn Brianne reservoir
The decision to underground the connection from Llyn Brianne
Reservoir was a commercial decision taken by the developer when
paying for the connection. The extent to which undergrounding was
necessary to mitigate otherwise potential adverse landscape and
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John Paul
Hewer

Comments made
scheme at Llyn Brianne Reservoir so must be
cost effective.

1. Health issues the grid connection is for RWE
wind farm the health effects of the whole project
are a serious damage to health, 2. the visual
impact caused by the grid pylons not being
placed underground, 3. loss of property value
due to the damage done to our visual
environment, the overhead pylons will be a blot
on the landscape the more so where pylons will
be so close to residents homes and the proximity
of the massive turbines near residents homes will
damage their health in many ways physical and
psychological. Both the damage to the visual
landscape and the damage to residents health
will lead to very large scale drop in their property
values and in many cases lead to their homes
being unsalable, the cause of this has to be put
down to the whole project of the wind farm and
the grid connection. Our health will be destroyed
our property made worthless we will be unable to
sell our homes and move, the landscape will be
blighted by both RWE wind turbines and western
powers pylons, the whole project by RWE and
WPD takes away our health and wellbeing the
massive project will add to the existing wind farm
run by Statkraft which is right next to it sleep

WPD Response
visual effects is therefore not known. The decision made by that
developer does not detract from WPD’s statutory obligations as set
out within the Schedule 9 statement as well as national policy in the
form of NPS EN-5. Where the potential for highly significant, major
effects upon landscape and visual receptors has been identified,
consistent with its obligations, national policy and consultation
responses, the connection has been undergrounded to mitigate
those effects.
1. Health
WPD’s project is proposed to connect the consented Brechfa
Forest West Wind Farm. The environmental effects of the wind
farm, including the potential for any health effects will have been
considered during the assessment of that application. ES
chapter 2 paragraph 2.5.9 (volume 6.2) confirms that the OHL
will conform to Electricity Network Association Technical
Specification (ENA TS) 43-50 and to British Standard (BS) 50341
part 3 section 9 UK NNA. As such it will be constructed and will
operate in complete conformance with all relevant nationally
accepted standards. The potential for health effects arising from
electric and magnetic fields (EMFs) has been considered and is
reported within ES Chapter 18 (volume 6.2). The assessment
concludes that the proposed development is fully in accordance
with the “Simplified Route Map for Dealing with EMF’s” included
within national policy at NPS EN-5.
2. Visual impact
The proposed development would consist predominantly of
single wooden poles as opposed to pylons. An assessment of the
significance of the visual effects on people living in the vicinity of
the proposed development is provided by Appendix 9.5 to
Chapter 9 of the ES. The assessment of operational phase
visual effects is provided by paragraphs 9.7.26 to 9.7.38 of
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deprivation is torture at a meeting held by
western power at Alltwalis in Jan 2015 on a show
of hands everyone wanted this connection to be
underground.

WPD Response
Chapter 9 of the ES and paragraph 9.7.35 lists the properties
(and groups of properties) that have been assessed as likely to
be subject to a significant visual effect. The number of
significantly affected properties along the route of the proposed
development is small and the level of visual effect on these
properties has in all cases been categorised as ‘moderate’ and
‘significant’ rather than ‘major’ and ‘highly significant’. This
reflects the limited scale of the wooden-pole infrastructure, the
landscape context and the general location of the proposed
development at least 60m and in most cases 100m away from
residential properties.
3. Cumulative effects
The cumulative visual effects resulting from the proposed
development, the operational Alltwalis Wind Farm, the consented
Brechfa Forest West Wind Farm and other development is
considered and reported within Chapter 9 section 9.11. No
significant combined or additional cumulative landscape or visual
effects are recorded.
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Judy Chaudhri

The route chosen for this connection follows the
line of the A485 southwards towards Carmarthen.
It will be visible to and affect a large number of
people by:
1) Visual impact:a) visual impact on inhabitants and their
enjoyment of a completely unspoilt area of
countryside.
b) effect on value of homes and ability to sell
them.
c) possible effect on tourism to the area.
2) Possible effects of climate change on cables

1) Visual impacts
a) An assessment of the significance of the visual effects on people
living in the vicinity of the A485 is provided by Appendix 9.5 to
Chapter 9 of the ES. The assessment of operational phase visual
effects is provided by paragraphs 9.7.26 to 9.7.38 of Chapter 9 of the
ES and paragraph 9.7.35 lists the properties (and groups of
properties) that have been assessed as likely to be subject to a
significant visual effect. The number of significantly affected
properties along the route of the proposed development is small and
the level of visual effect on these properties has in all cases been
categorised as ‘moderate’ and ‘significant’ rather than ‘major’ and
‘highly significant’. This reflects the limited scale of the wooden-pole
infrastructure, the landscape context and the general location of the
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and poles:a) high winds, together with wet ground
conditions, have caused significant damage in
recent years in a number of places along this
route, and may cause damage to poles and
cables. More unpredictable weather will have
an increasing effect.
b) costs of maintenance and possible storm
damage must be considered.
c) I am not aware that any survey of local wind
and ground conditions along the entire route
has been undertaken.
3) Existing wind turbines north of Alltwalis are
often idle, sometimes in calm weather, and
sometimes in windy weather - why should
residents be subjected to more turbines and
cables when they are frequently producing no
power?
4) Low flying jets and transporter planes
frequently use the area for practice. The
cables will be a hazard to homes particularly in
bad weather.
5) There is a good population of kites, buzzards,
and owls, all of which nest in the area. They
will be in danger from high voltage cables, and
all raptors use high poles as perches.

WPD Response
proposed development at least 60m and in most cases 100m away
from residential properties.
The character and value of the landscape along the route of the
proposed development has been understood through the
identification of thirteen different landscape character areas.
Although a professional assessment of the landscape in line with
GLVIA3 would not refer to a landscape as ‘spoilt’ or ‘unspoilt’, the
assessment does record that all of the landscapes along the route
are, to a greater or lesser degree, subject to the influence of
settlement, highway infrastructure and existing overhead electricity
lines. As such, the proposed development would not be wholly
inconsistent with the character of the existing landscape and would,
to a greater or lesser degree, be accommodated by it. Furthermore,
in considering different route corridor options for the proposed
development (November 2013), the route selection process identified
a landscape preference for a western corridor (broadly following the
route of the A485) over an eastern corridor (broadly following the
route of the B4310). This preference was in part informed by the
presence of the A485 which was considered to contribute to the
assessment that the landscape along the western corridor was less
susceptible and less valuable (and therefore less sensitive) than the
landscape of the eastern corridor
b) Property values - WPD will consider claims for injurious affection
once the construction of the connection is completed.
c) The potential for effects upon tourism in the area have been
considered and are reported within the ES chapter 17 (ES volume
6.2). This assessment profiles the economic baseline of the study
area which includes for tourism and includes information on visitor
attractions, serviced and non-serviced accommodation and identifies
current levels of expenditure by tourists in the area. The assessment
considers the potential for the proposed development to affect
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existing tourism related activity and concludes that there will be no
significant effects.
2) Climate Change
WPD has designed the connection with resilience to climate change
in mind and in accordance with national policy NPS EN-1 and EN 5.
WPD has explained how the climate may affect the south west of
Wales relative to electricity connections and how the proposed
development has been designed to be resilient to climate change
within the Climate Change Resilience Report which was submitted
as Appendix 7.3 (Volume 6.4) to the ES. Ground surveys have been
undertaken along part of the proposed route and these have
informed the design of the proposed development. The surveys
include topographical surveys to inform the height of poles and
boreholes to inform the placing of underground cables.
3) Wind turbines
WPD is not a wind farm developer and as such the viability or
otherwise of wind turbine developments is a matter for the wind farm
owner/operator. Welsh Government has however identified the
Brechfa Forest area as a Strategic Search Area for onshore wind
and WPD is legally obligated to provide a connection from wind
farms when requested.
4) Low flying aircraft
WPD undertook three stages of pre-application consultation leading
to the submission of the application. Stages 1 and 2 were nonstatutory with Stage 3 forming WPD’s statutory consultation. At each
stage of consultation WPD consulted with organisations with a
responsibility for aircraft, these being the CAA, NATS and the MOD.
The CAA responded to stage 1 consultation on 30 September 2013
to say that it had no specific comments to make with regard to
corridor selection but that it would appreciate further consultation as
the project development continued. The CAA was subsequently
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consulted at stages 2 and 3 but no further responses were received.
The MOD was also consulted at all three stages. It responded at
stages 1 and 3. In its response of 06 August 2013 (Stage 1) the
MOD confirmed that it had no safeguarding concerns with the
proposal. In its response of 09 December 2014 (Stage 3) it stated
that it had no safeguarding observations. NATS were consulted at
all three stages. At Stage 3 (statutory consultation) NATS responded
to say that they do not anticipate any impact from this development
and have no comments to make on the proposal.
5) Effects upon birds
Electrocution impacts on birds was scoped out of the assessment
based on the results of the breeding and wintering bird surveys. This
is documented within the ecology chapter of the Environmental
Statement (Volume 6.2, Chapter 10, Table 10.1, Page 12, NRW
meeting 2 October 2014).
There is no evidence for species being present along the proposed
route that are susceptible to electrocution impacts (i.e. larger species
that perch or nest on wires or poles). Electrocution from transmission
lines occurs when a bird attempting to rest on an electrical wire or
structure causes a short-circuit by bridging the gap between live
components and/or live and earthed components (van Rooyen
2004). Typically, this occurs when birds sit on a grounded part of the
structure and the current is passed through them, or by birds with
large wingspans contacting separate power lines simultaneously
(Kochert & Olendorf 1999). There are no large species in the area
that like to perch on poles and that have wing spans big enough to
bridge the gap between live and earthed components or multiple
lines (which would require a wing span of approximately 2m).
Perching on wires is also most likely to occur in areas of scrub or
grassland where there are few natural perching opportunities.
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Alan Rentmore

We are very concerned about contamination of

Contamination of water supply
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water supply, disruption of livestock / hay yields
and devaluation of our property.
Contamination of water supply:
There are 26 poles (13 pairs) on our immediate
neighbour’s land above our property and 2 poles
(1 pair) on our land that are all within the vicinity
of the catchment area of the spring(s) that supply
water to our house and two other houses, the
overall Catchment area of these springs is not
clear and even the Hydrologist that inspected the
area was unable to determine this.
We, and the other two houses, are unable to get
mains water delivered here due to the height of
the houses.
The water supply is essential for the house and
livestock. The fields are supplied from the same
water storage tank that supplies the house, and
is very near where poles will be installed.
Each pole is treated with chemicals which would
contaminate the water supply when they leech
into the soil and springs.
The risk of contamination from the poles would
be significantly reduced if cables are placed
underground as there would be no requirement
for chemically treated poles.
The Hydrologist also suggested that an
alternative solution could be to install the pole
with plastic/damp-proof lining and then encased
in concrete, however as the Hydrologist could not
establish the catchment area for the springs
supplying our water so there is still a significant
risk of contamination.
Whilst we have had a long discussion with the

WPD Response
It can be confirmed that a site visit was carried out on the 6th March
2015 and Poles numbers 171 and 172 are thought to be located
within the potential catchment area of the private water supply
(PWS). This issue is discussed within the ES Chapter concerning
Hydrology, Drainage and Flood Risk, Chapter 13 (volume 6.2) in
paragraphs 13..6.32 to 13.6.34.
WPD does not propose to divert or disturb springs. The approach to
construction will be undertaken with good environmental practice in
mind and WPD has prepare a Construction Environmental
management Plan which was submitted as an application document
(volume 8.6).
Effects upon land use and farming
The potential impacts on land use and farming were assessed and
are documented in the ES Chapter 8, Sections 8.6 and 8.7. It was
concluded that any effects would be minor and localised and during
construction and maintenance operations, would be of limited
duration. Various measures were also recommended to reduce the
potential for impacts. WPD has contacted relevant landowners to
agree on suitable pole locations and other measures (such as
agreed access routes) to avoid or minimise disruption to farms during
the development of the project. WPD would be willing to pay for any
loss of income resulting from a reduction in hay yield as a result of
the construction of the connection.
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Hydrologist when he inspected the site (6th March
2015), we are still yet to receive a report, this
suggests that there is something to be concerned
about.
If the 28 poles are installed, we would need to
have a regular water quality checks to ensure
that the water is still safe to drink. If at any stage
the water becomes unsafe to drink, an alternative
long-term water supply would need to be
provided urgently.
There is also a risk of the springs feeding our
water supply could be diverted/disturbed as a
result of installing the poles or underground
cable, if this occurred an alternative long-term
water supply would need to be provided urgently.
Disruption of Hay Yields:
We are concerned about the disruption to
livestock during installation and maintenance,
with the potential of not being able to use two
fields fully due to having to provide access to the
poles, also the reduced hay yields that are sold to
local farmers as a result of vehicular access
reducing grass growth over the access route.
Representation by National Grid Electricity
Transmission Plc (NGET) and National Grid Gas
Plc (NGG) to the Brechfa Forest Connection
DCO Application.
This is a joint representation from National Grid
Electricity Transmission plc and National Grid
Gas plc, together “National Grid”.
National Grid has been liaising with the promoter

WPD Response

Protective provisions have been agreed with National Grid.
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in relation to the impacts of the proposed scheme
on its existing apparatus and it is hoped that
agreement will be reached soon between the
parties in respect of the protection of existing
infrastructure which is within or in close proximity
to the proposed order limits. National Grid will
continue to work with the promoter.
National Grid Electricity Transmission Plc (NGET)
has two high voltage electricity transmission
overhead lines which are crossed by the
proposed order limits, these overhead lines form
an essential part of the electricity transmission
network in England and Wales. Details of the
overhead line are as follows:
-

4YW 400kV Overhead Line – Pembroke
to Swansea
4YV 400kV Overhead Line Route –
Pembroke to Walham

National Grid Gas Transmission has a high
pressure gas transmission pipeline which lies
within the proposed order limits, this pipeline
forms an essential part of the gas transmission
network in England, Wales and Scotland. Details
of this pipeline are as follows:
-

Feeder Main 28 – Herbrandston to
Felindre

National Grid wishes to make a relevant
representation to the Brechfa Forest Connection
DCO application in order to protect its position in

WPD Response
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light of infrastructure identified which is within or
in close proximity to the proposed DCO
boundary. National Grid’s rights to retain its
apparatus in situ and rights of access to inspect,
maintain, renew and repair such apparatus
located within or in close proximity to the order
limits including should be maintained at all times
and access to inspect such apparatus must not
be restricted during or after construction.

WPD Response

As a responsible statutory undertaker, National
Grid’s primary concern is to meet its statutory
obligations to operate in an efficient and
economic manner and ensure that development
does not impact in any adverse way upon those
statutory obligations.
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Pauline June
Duke

National Grid reserves the right to make further
representations as part of the examination
process but in the meantime will continue
negotiations with the promoter with a view to
reaching a satisfactory agreement.
The whole connection should be underground.
Eventually it will pay for itself in maintenance
which will be high on overhead connections.
Don't spoil this beautiful area out of greed for
profits.

Undergrounding
Please see response to representation no. 3.
Maintenance costs.
The costs of maintaining an underground cable and an overhead line
are set out within the Lifetime Costs Report (volume 8.4) at Table 1.
Typical operation and maintenance costs per km for each technology
are £800 per km for OHL and £1,000 per km for underground.
It is WPD’s experience that an OHL is easier to maintain, detect
faults and repair rather than underground cable. Key reasons for this
are the time taken and difficulty in fault location that it is often a more
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Public Health
Wales
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Natural
Resources
Wales
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Having reviewed the submitted documentation
including the Environmental Statement (ES)
dated May 2015, and on the basis of the
submitted information PHE is satisfied that the
development’s potential impacts on public health
have been adequately addressed and, where
necessary, suitable mitigation has been
proposed.
In line with our previous letter dated 20th January
2015, PHE does NOT intend to register any
further interest in the planning process although
we will of course be happy to provide further
comment if so requested by the applicant or
Planning Inspectorate.
Consideration of public health implications.

1. Our remit and function under the Natural
Resources Body for Wales (Functions) Order
2012 is to ensure that the environment and
natural resources of Wales are sustainably
maintained, enhanced and used, now and in
the future.
2. Our representations are made without
prejudice to any further comments we may

WPD Response
significant operation to repair a 132kV underground cable and that in
repairing a fault there may be a higher level of disruption than an
equivalent repair to an OHL (see Lifetime Costs Report volume 8.4
section 2.3).
No comment

Subsequent to the receipt of the relevant representation, WPD
contacted Mr Daniel Rixon of PHW. He confirmed verbally that PHW
did not wish to make any further representations to the examination
and that the reason for the relevant representation was to enable
PHW to monitor the process of the examination and to be available
to answer any health related questions should this be required.
1) NRW remit Noted
2) Further comment Noted
3) Pre-examination consultation Details of pre-application
discussions held with NRW are set out within the ES at
Chapter 4 table 4.1 volume 6.2
4) FCA Noted
5) Pollution prevention Noted
6) Protected species The mitigation scheme is described within
the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP)
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wish to make in relation to this application and
examination whether in respect of the
Environmental Statement (ES) and
subsequent revisions, provisions of the draft
DCO and its ‘requirements’, Statements of
Common Ground (SoCG) or other documents
provided by Western Power Distribution
(the Developer), the Examining Body or any
other party.
3. Pre Examination consultation.
I. We provided extensive pre-application advice
to the developer i.e. responses to the scoping
report, Preliminary Environmental Impact
Report (PEIR) and draft ES. It is considered
the pre-application stage has been a thorough
process, which has resulted in the ES
submission. We continue to provide advice to
the developer with the aim of reaching
positions of agreement and common ground
within the examination stage.
II. We continue to liaise and work with the
developer through correspondence and
meetings on specific issues where issues still
exist with the aim of reaching as many
positions of agreement and common ground
as possible prior to examination. Our relevant
representation is based solely on the
information provided within the application
documents and therefore includes issues that
may be subject to any new positions agreed
with the developer following further
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(volume 8.6) which includes for the protection of bats, otters
and dormice within Chapter 5 and for the implementation of a
Habitat Management Plan which forms Annex 4 to the CEMP.
7) Landscape and visual WPD has undertaken a detailed
landscape and visual assessment of the proposed
development which is reported within Chapter 9 of the ES
(volume 6.2). The landscape and visual assessment
conclusions relative to the locally designated Towy Valley
SLA are set out at 9.7.24 and 9.7.25 on the basis of
embedded mitigation being in place (undergrounding). No
additional mitigation is considered necessary and
consequently residual effects are considered acceptable.
With regard to the designation as the Towy Valley registered
Historic Landscape (RHL2) ES Chapter 11 (volume 6.2)
effects are summarised within Table 11.8. This concludes
that there will be no significant effects with any effects on the
physical asset being minor, and on its setting, none.
An assessment of the developments potential to create an
unacceptable wirescape in conjunction with existing overhead
lines has been undertaken and is reported within ES Chapter
9 (volume 6.2) and is discussed at paragraph 9.7.9 with
conclusions reported at 9.7.15 and within the cumulative
assessment, the conclusion of which are reported in
paragraphs 9.11.21 to 9.11.23. The conclusion reached is
that the level of effect is not significant and as such does not
warrant consideration of undergrounding.
8) Groundwater and contaminated land
I. The CEMP is submitted as DCO document vol 8.6
II. The draft DCO includes requirement 11, ‘Contaminated
land and groundwater’. This requires the preparation and
implementation of a detailed remediation scheme if such a
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discussions and meetings. Any change in
position will be reflected in our full written
representation and SoCG.
4. Flood Consequence Assessment (FCA)
I. We agree with conclusions of the FCA which
state that the development will have a
negligible impact upon flood risk.
5. Pollution Prevention.
I. We agree with the ES that a majority of any
adverse impacts are likely to occur during the
construction phase and it does identify the
necessary mitigation measures which must be
integrated into a robust and practical
Construction Environmental Management
Plan.
6. Protected Species.
I. We require a scheme to secure the mitigation
for bats, dormice and otters as set out in the
ES (and appendices).
7. Landscape/Visual quality.
I. An issue is that there are no unacceptable
residual landscape or visual effects identified
on any part of the registered Historic
Landscape and locally designated Special
Landscape area of the Towy Valley.

WPD Response
scheme is, in the circumstances specified, considered
necessary.
9) Habitats regulations assessment WPD has produced a
Habitat Regulations Assessment No Significant
Environmental Effects Report (volume 5.4).
10) Fish WPD proposed to horizontal directional drill (HDD) to a
minimum depth under the River Towy of 5m and this is to be
secured through requirement 7(1) of the Draft DCO.
Requirement 7(2) states that the HDD under the River Towy
should not occur between 01 April and 30 June in any
calendar year.
11) Forestry The draft DCO includes Requirement 15, which
states that details of any work to trees and hedgerows be first
submitted to, and approved by, the relevant planning
authority with subsequent works undertaken in accordance
with the approved information. In addition to this
requirement, WPD proposes to implement, via a Section 106
agreement with CCC a grant scheme to provide funding for
the planting and/or management of trees and hedges within a
geographically defined area.
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II. ES needs to consider the use of
undergrounding cables where cumulative
landscape or visual effects are predicted.
8. Groundwater and Contaminated Land.
I. We support the intent to produce & implement
a robust and comprehensive Construction
Environmental Management Plan to protect
ground waters particularly in relation to the
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) under the
Towy River.
II. The protection of groundwater should be
secured through a requirement in the
Development Control Order.
9. Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) in
relation to nature conservation interests
I. We advise that the HRA (Habitats Regulations
Assessment) must base its conclusions on the
worst-case scenario for the project.
10. Fish.
I. We support the developer’s approach in the
ES in respect of the proposed HDD of the
pipeline a minimum of 5 metres below the river
bed level of the River Towy and programmed
outside the migration/spawning periods.
11. Forestry.
I. We require confirmation that the developers
will undertake and complete all works to

WPD Response
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protect woodland & hedgerows and undertake
any replacement schemes for planting as
required.

WPD Response

Carmarthenshire County Council (CCC) is an
‘interested party’ under the terms of the
Infrastructure Planning (Interested Parties)
Regulations 2010, and therefore does not need
to register formally to take part in the examination
process. CCC will also be given the opportunity
to submit a Local Impact Report (LIR) outlining
the positive, negative and neutral aspects of the
scheme. Notwithstanding this, CCC wishes to
include a ‘relevant representation’ highlighting the
principle issues it intends making on the
application.

Pre-examination consultation
Details of pre-application discussions held with CCC are set out
within the ES at Chapter 4 table 4.1 volume 6.2.

The Council would also like to highlight that
productive dialogue has taken place with the
developer during the pre-application stage of the
process, with a number of agreements reached
on key issues. It will continue to engage with the
developer during the examination stage to ensure
issues or identified discrepancies can be
resolved.

Highways
WPD awaits further information on CCC’s position with regard to
highway matters.

Landscape and Visual – The Council intends to
provide further comments and assessment of the
proposal’s impact upon landscape character and
visual amenity. This will include assessment of
the southern slopes of the Tywi valley where the
grid connection crosses a Special Landscape
Area (SLA) and Registered Landscape of
Outstanding Historic Interest (RLOHI) and the

Undergrounding as integral development
WPD has engaged with the CCC on the issue of undergrounding and
the extent to which it can be considered integral to the project. CCC
and WPD are in the process of preparing a joint legal opinion which
will set out their agreed position on this matter.

Landscape and visual
We note the CCC comment and are awaiting clarification of CCC’s
position.
Biodiversity and nature conservation
We note the CCC comment. The EIA has benefitted from extensive
consultation undertaken with CCC and we would welcome any
further representation they wish to make.

Historic environment
We note the CCC comment. The EIA has benefitted from extensive
consultation undertaken with CCC and DAT and we would welcome
any further representation they would wish to make.

Construction stage impacts
Each individual ES topic considers the potential for significant
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proposal’s cumulative impacts with existing high
voltage electricity lines in the southern corridor.
Assessment of the ES’ conclusions on the visual
impact upon residential occupiers and other
receptors will also be undertaken.
Biodiversity and Nature Conservation – The
project will result in the loss of habitat features
such as trees, hedgerows and sections of
woodland which could also have an impact upon
species of biodiversity interest. For example the
impact upon and mitigation proposed for dormice
at the southern end of Section A. The Council
will provide further representations on the extent
of impacts and appropriateness of the mitigation
and monitoring proposed in the Habitat
Management Plan and Construction
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).
Highways – The Council’s principle submissions
will include an assessment of the acceptability of
each access point to ensure they have been
designed to standard and adhere to visibility
splay guidance and policy. Total movements
along the road network will also be assessed,
specifically during the construction phase of the
project along with mitigation measures outlined in
the CEMP.
Historic Environment – Given Carmarthen’s
history as a Roman settlement, the
undergrounding section of the line will be within
an area containing potential archaeological
remains. Furthermore the over ground elements

WPD Response
construction stage impacts. It concludes with the position that there
will be no significant impacts arising from the construction phase of
the project other than Significant (moderate) Landscape effects at
pLCA10 (a localised issue relating to the loss of a stand of atypical
pine trees and inclusion of a greater number of twin poles to
efficiently traverse an area of ecologically valuable bog habitat)
together with, at the site level, the felling or coppicing of lowland
mixed deciduous woodland, hedgerows and other broadleaved and
semi-natural woodland and scrub, mature trees and dormouse (see
ES Chapters 9 and 10 volume 6.2).
As such impacts are identified at a site level (which are features of
value to the immediate area only (see ES Chapter 10 volume 6.2
Table 10.4), WPD does not consider it necessary to identify
mitigation. Separately, and via a S106 agreement with CCC, WPD
does propose to fund a Landscape and Ecology Fund (volume 8.3).
Development Consent Order
Comments are noted.
Section 106 agreement
WPD is willing to discuss this matter with CCC.
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of the line will in some instances be close to
heritage assets. The Council’s detailed response
will assess these potential impacts, in conjunction
with its archaeological consultant (DAT). An
evaluation of mitigation proposals will also be
undertaken.
Underground Section of Line – The Council is
mindful that part of the proposed grid connection
will be underground beneath the river Tywi,
therefore it wishes to address whether or not this
is considered an integral part of the project.
Construction Stage Impacts – The Council will
examine construction stage impacts upon
sensitive receptors in greater detail as part of its
detailed representations.
Development Consent Order (DCO) – The
Council requests that the provisions within the
DCO are fully assessed given its post-consent
responsibilities in discharging and enforcing,
while also given the opportunity to discuss the
DCO at an issue specific hearing. The Council
intends to provide detailed comments on the
DCO as part of its submissions during the
examination stage.
S.106 agreement – The Council agrees in
principle with current heads of terms in the
developer’s draft S.106 agreement to secure
landscape and biodiversity enhancement along
the grid corridor and sees this as a positive
obligation. Notwithstanding this further

WPD Response
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negotiation to agree the developer’s contribution
to the fund will be required.
Given the role of the Council as discharging
authority for Requirements and project
enforcement, it also considered that a service
level agreement within the S.106 is necessary.
This would provide resources to enable the local
authority to determine Requirement submissions
and links to the provision of mitigation prescribed
in the Environmental Statement. It is intended to
pursue further discussions with the developer
regarding agreement on this during the
Examination stage.
We disagree with the proposed transmission
cable alignment on two points:
1) We have not seen any evidence that
demonstrates that our comments from the Stage
2 consultation have been reflected in the
proposed alignment of the transmission cables.
2) The proposed alignment has changed since
that set out in the Stage 3 consultation. No
explanation has been provided for this movement
in the alignment of the transmission cables, and
moreover this movement is directly in conflict with
the comments that we made during the Stage 2
consultation.
We therefore do not believe that the alignment
that is now proposed has properly reflected the
comments that we made during the Stage 2
consultation. Subsequent proposed alignments

WPD Response

Response to comments received
Comments received at Stage 2 Consultation were taken into
consideration when progressing the project. The points raised by Dr
Woods at Stage 2 and WPD’s responses can be found within the
Interim Consultation Report which now forms Appendix 6.2 to the
Consultation Report volume 5.1. The points raised by Dr Woods and
WPD’s responses can be found in the following sections:
8.2.14 Minimisation of visual impacts
8.2.15 Potential for impacts on the landscape and views
8.2.21 Potential impact upon future proposals
8.2.23 Avoidance of high ground, specifically in A6
8.12.2 Adverse effect on tourism.
In conclusion, the relevant corridor consulted upon, A6, was wider
than other corridor alternatives to enable consideration to be given to
routes either side of the farmhouse, Tyllwd-mawr. Comments
received from property owners including Dr Woods, and the owners
of Twllwd-mawr influenced the final route chosen. Further
explanation is provided below.
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have resulted in transmission cables being
proposed to be ever closer to our dwelling, and
no explanation of the changes is apparent in the
provided documentation. Therefore we consider
that the consultation has been superficial and
ineffective and we disagree with the proposed
alignment.
The impact of these shortcomings in the
consultation and proposed alignment of the
transmission cables is that the transmission
cables will now run materially closer to our
dwelling (within approximately 80m) rather than
the 120m as set out in the Stage 3 consultation,
or significantly further had our comments during
the Stage 2 consultation been fully reflected.
We cannot see how the change from Stage 3
consultation to that currently proposed, in
particular, has benefitted other parties since while
it has moved the transmission cable alignment
much closer to our dwelling it has little or no
beneficial impact on any other dwelling.

WPD Response
Change in alignment since Stage 3 Consultation
Comments were received from the owners of Tyllwyd-mawr (a
nearby property, ES LVIA reference R71) shortly prior to Stage 3
consultation to a draft alignment presented during land rights
discussions (see Change Request no. 53 ES Appendix 3.2 Change
Request Log volume 6.4). The comments received requested a
different alignment. This request was received too late to inform the
alignment subject to Stage 3 Consultation but was reviewed
subsequently on site and then at the Change Request Workshop in
early 2015 (following close of Stage 3 Consultation). This resulted in
changes to the alignment across the southern fields (some distance
from Tyllwyd-mawr farmhouse) to stay closer to field margins, avoid
a large tree and to align, in due course, with the far end of the access
drive to that property to protect their future farm building expansion
options.
The changes resulted in a closer proximity of the proposed
development to Dr Woods’ property by about 20m with the closest
pole (76) now approximately 93m from the main property (though not
in its principal views).
Appendix 9.5 to Chapter 9 of the ES assesses that the effect on
views from the property (after this change in alignment) would be not
significant (minor).
In light of the representation received WPD would be prepared to
limit the deviation of the line such that it could not come any closer to
the property owned by Dr Woods.
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Mrs N Woods

I believe that the main issues with the application
are as follows:

As above
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I have not seen any evidence that demonstrates
that the my comments from the Stage 2
consultation have been reflected in the proposed
alignment of the transmission cables;
The proposed alignment has changed since that
set out in the Stage 3 consultation. No
explanation has been provided for this movement
in the alignment of the transmission cables, and
moreover this movement is directly in conflict with
the comments that I made during the Stage 2
consultation.
I therefore do not believe that due process has
been followed during the consultation period and
as a result, I disagree with the proposed
alignment of transmission cables made in the
application.
The comments that I made in the Stage 2
consultation appear to have been ignored and
subsequent proposed alignments have resulted
in the transmission cables moving ever closer to
our dwelling (with little or no benefit to other
dwellings either). No explanation of this
movement in the cables has been provided.
Therefore I consider that the consultation has
been superficial and ineffective.
The impact of these shortcomings in the
consultation and proposed alignment of the
transmission cables is that the transmission
cables will now run materially closer to my
dwelling (within approximately 80m) rather than

WPD Response
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the 120m as set out in the Stage 3 consultation,
or significantly further had my comments during
the Stage 2 consultation been fully reflected.
I would like to see that my comments in the stage
2 consultation are taken into account and to see
an adjustment in the proposed alignment of the
transmission cables. I believe that this is
achievable without causing a detrimental effect
on any other dwelling.
Objections:
1. Land use conflict as our land is
agricultural land, grazing and winter feed
silage making. Areas of ground will not
accessible for farm machinery to cut
grass. The harvest will be 10% less than
normal and a loss to us (income and
feed).

2. The proposed line is going over fields that
contain our water supply. Concern that
the erection of the poles will contaminate
our water and ruin our drinking water
supply. Farms lower down are also
dependant.

WPD Response

Similar representations were made by Mr Kilkelly at Stage 2
Consultation and were taken into consideration when progressing the
project. The points raised, and WPD’s responses, can be found
within the Interim Consultation Report Chapter 8 which now forms
Appendix 6.2 to the Consultation Report volume 5.1:
8.5.1 Impact of construction on existing infrastructure
8.5.7 Cumulative effect of noise combined with wind farm noise
8.5.11 General preference for entire section or sub-section to be
underground
8.5.14 Impact on agricultural land and food production
8.6.11 Impact on water courses and private water supplies
8.9.5 Noise from construction or operation
8.11.2 Potential impacts on watercourses
8.11.4 Impact on ecology, wildlife and biodiversity
8.11.10 Impact on groundwater and watercourses
8.12.2 Adverse effect on tourism
8.12.3 Value of property or business
8.13.1 General concerns regarding health
8.13.4 Stress, distress and psychological impacts
With regard to the type and alignment of poles, change requests
were received prior to and following Stage 3 Consultation. These are
change requests 49, 50 and 104. They are recorded within Appendix
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Comments made

3. The high voltage transmission lines
produce random, high energy charge from
the conductor and this noise will be a
great source of nuisance. The poles go
past our home and it will be a constant
reminded of their existence. This extra
noise, beside the windmills, to us, is not
acceptable. Noise levels have an effect
on the lives of humans and animals alike,
as this noise will be constant. Human
issues occur such as headaches,
respiratory problems, fatigue and stress.
4. We run an accommodation facility. The
attractiveness of the landscape will be
reduced. The visual impact and the noise
have an adverse effect on our trade and
thus on our income. People will decide
not to revisit as their experience has not
been a pleasant one and visitor numbers
will reduce.

WPD Response
3.2 to the Environmental Statement (Volume 6.4).
The change
requests sought to realign the route of the connection to make best
use of existing field boundaries and to reduce the number of poles.
WPD was able to accomplish this.
1. The potential impacts on land use and farming across the
study area as a whole were assessed and are documented in
the ES Chapter 8, Section 8.7 volume 6.3. It was concluded
that any effects would be minor and localised and during the
construction stage would be of limited duration. Various
measures were also recommended to reduce the potential for
impacts. WPD has contacted relevant landowners to agree
on suitable pole locations and other measures (such as
agreed access routes) to avoid or minimise disruption to
farms where technically and environmentally appropriate.
2. It can be confirmed that a number of poles would be located
within the potential catchment area of the private water
supply (PWS). These poles are located on higher ground
located within the catchment. The PWS provides potable
water to the dwelling and others downstream and for
agricultural purposes and is therefore considered to be a
highly sensitive receptor.
In order to mitigate against the migration of any leached
material, an impervious concrete sleeve would be placed
around the base of the posts.
3. Overhead lines can occasionally create some noise but this is
typically at a low level and generally only in wet weather
conditions, i.e. it is not continuous. Noise levels measured by
another distribution network operator in Mid and North Wales,
SP Manweb, very close to a 132kV OHL were less than
30dB, even in wet weather, which is comparable to quiet rural
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5. [name redacted] is in an elevated position
and the visual change to the landscape
for us, surrounding farm families and
tourists who visit the area, will have a
detrimental impact. The view from our
house will be greatly disturbed by the
erection of the poles as some of the fields
are straight down from the house.
6. If H-poles are being erected on our fields,
the value of the property will go down
25% (according to several land agents in
this area). The suggested compensation
does not cover this devaluation of the
farm.
7. Western Power company will need access
to the land for the purpose of inspecting,
maintaining, repairing, adjusting, altering,
replacing or removal of the line or
equipment through surrounding fields, and
incurs damage to standing crops on these
fields by transport vehicles. This to us is
not acceptable.

8. [name redacted] has been designated a
wildlife corridor (by the Countryside
Council for Wales) and should therefore
be left alone. There is a good population
of kites, buzzards, and owls, all of which
nest in the area. They will be in danger
from high voltage cables, and all raptors

WPD Response
background noise. The distance between the OHL and
properties will provide for substantial attenuation of noise
levels with distance and so therefore it is likely that noise
levels at receptors would be very low or even inaudible.
4. The potential effects on tourism and local businesses
scheme-wide has been fully assessed and documented in the
ES Chapter 17, Section 17.7. The ES concluded that there
would be no significant adverse direct or indirect or
cumulative socio-economic, recreation and tourism impacts
during either the construction or operational phase. The
visual effect on the property (R179) has been assessed as
not significant (minor) in Appendix 9.5 to Chapter 9 of the ES
(volume 6.4).
5. As above
6. WPD is willing to discuss cases for injurious affection
following completion of construction.
7.

WPD is fully aware of the need to minimise damage to land
and it will use vehicles which it considers to be most suitable
for the conditions at the landholdings along the route.
Ultimately any damage caused in exercising the rights
contained in the DCO will be made good to the reasonable
satisfaction of the landowner and/or occupier. If any damage
cannot be made good, or if WPD prefers, compensation will
be paid to the owner and/or occupier in lieu of making good.
Provision for this is included in the Deed of Grant document.

8. The land over which the proposed development would pass is
not designated for its ecological importance in the location
suggested. Electrocution impacts on birds were scoped out of
the assessment based on the results of the breeding and
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use high poles as perches. Underground
cables, we would consider permission.
9. We also object to the erection of the Hpoles as the suggested route, passes
close to a Telecommunication mast from
EE. In our contract with them we are not
allowed to give permission to a third party
to install other equipment which might
interfere with their telecommunication
equipment.
10. At no stage in this process has Western
Power acknowledged our objections.
Many people around the project will be
affected by the erection of the poles and
we are not being listened to. Please
consider our objections.

Brechfa Forest
and Llanllwni
Mountain
Tourism
Cluster Group

I have been asked to represent the views of the
members of Brechfa Forest and Llanllwni
Mountain Tourism Cluster Group who are
opposed to this development because of the lack
of mitigation on the impact the development will
have on tourists and the local heritage.
As part of our representation I will be providing
details on the grant funded projects to develop
and promote the local heritage to visitors,
undertaken by our members. The impact on
these projects has not been addressed by this
planning application

WPD Response
wintering bird surveys. This is documented within the ecology
chapter of the Environmental Statement (Volume 6.2,
Chapter 10, Table 10.1, Page 12, NRW meeting 2 October
2014). For additional response to the issue of electrocution
please see answer to relevant rep no.16.
9. WPD have contacted Mr Kilkelly’s land agent with regard to
the EE telecommunications mast on 29 September 2015.
The land agent subsequently confirmed on 1 October that he
had communicated with his client and would respond in due
course.

10. Further to receipt of the Stage 3 consultation feedback form,
the project acknowledged the same by e-mail of 16 January
2015 and also formally, by letter, of 21 January 2015. As
noted above, visits to site to discuss the proposed alignment
have also be held and changes made to the alignment in
response to comments received from Mr Kilkelly.

Tourism and local heritage
WPD has assessed the potential for the proposed development to
affect local tourism within the ES Chapter 17. Table 17.2 records
that WPD wrote to the group on 21 October 2014 to request
information on constraints and features. A response was received
on 25 October 2014 referencing the heritage of the forest and the
ancient forest community amongst others. Information received was
included within the tourism baseline for example at paragraph
17.5.34. An assessment of impacts is provided at sections 17.6 17.9.
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Rep
Caryl Harris

Grwp
Blaengwen

Comments made
I strongly object to the Brechfa Forest West grid
connection. The villages of Gwyddgrug and
Alltwalis have already been blighted by wind
turbines from the Alltwalis Wind Farm. In
addition, if the Brechfa Forest West wind farm
goes ahead a further 28 wind turbines will be
erected in the same area. Therefore, the grid
connection should be without question
underground as this area has suffered enough.
Insufficient consideration has been given to the
weight of local opposition, especially to the north
of Carmarthen, where there is vehement
opposition to an overhead connection and
vociferous demand at consultation meetings to
underground the whole length of the connection.
Health and Safety aspect of introducing miles of
overhead lines over semi-urban and rural
communities - an ongoing risk that could be
avoided.
Inequitable treatment of urban and rural
communities - proposal to underground cabling to
protect urban environment and resort to
overhead cabling in rural areas.

WPD Response
Undergrounding of the whole connection
Please see answer to representation no. 3

Undergrounding of the whole connection
Please see answer to representation no. 28.
Health and safety
ES chapter 2 paragraph 2.5.9 (volume 6.2) confirms that the OHL will
conform to Electricity Network Association Technical Specification
(ENA TS) 43 50 and to British Standard (BS) 50341 part 3 section 9
UK NNA. As such it will be constructed and will operate in complete
conformance with all relevant nationally accepted standards. The
potential for health effects arising from EMFs has been considered
and is reported within ES Chapter 18 (volume 6.2). The assessment
concludes that the proposed development is fully in accordance with
the “Simplified Route Map for Dealing with EMFs” included within
national policy at NPS EN-5.

Urban and rural areas
The route of the proposed development was divided into thirteen
Detrimental visual impact of pylons and overhead distinct landscape character areas. None of these character areas
cables creating an unsightly, intrusive element in are considered to be ‘urban’ and each of them was individually
a landscape that is at present largely pristine assessed for their rural landscape character, susceptibility and value.
affecting local residents and the tourist industry.
Undergrounding is principally proposed within pLCAs 7 and 8 (with
short additional sections within pLCAs 6 and 9 to reach an
Insufficient mitigation to minimise traffic disruption appropriate transition point between the proposed underground and
and congestion during construction, on what is
overhead sections). The decision to underground within pLCAs 7
the main arterial route to local hospital A&E.
and 8 was partially as a consequence of the location of these
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WPD Response
landscape character areas within the flat valley floor of the Towy
Valley Special Landscape Area local landscape designation. That
landscape value within pLCAs 7 and 8 was assessed as High (see
Appendix 9.2 to Chapter 9 of the ES) reflects this local landscape
designation and was not as a consequence of the proximity of the
two character areas to the settlements of Carmarthen and Abergwili.
In landscape assessment terms, therefore, the proximity to these
settlements of the locally designated and most highly valued
landscapes along the route of the proposed development is
coincidental. It is nevertheless also the case that (i) the decision to
route the proposed development across the Towy Valley Special
Landscape Area in the vicinity of the settlements of both Carmarthen
and Abergwili did reflect the influence that these settlements have on
the Special Landscape Area – particularly in relation to the
associated highway infrastructure that crosses the valley in this
vicinity (i.e. this section of the linear valley was considered to be
slightly less sensitive than other undisturbed parts of the locally
designated landscape) and (ii) on reaching an overall decision to
underground within pLCAs 7 and 8 some (but not decisive) weight
was also attributed to visual issues as a consequence of the number
of visual receptors present in these settlements.
Visual impact
The visual impact of the wooden poles and cables is assessed within
the landscape and visual chapter of the ES, Chapter 9 (volume 6.2).
The visual assessment records instances where moderate significant
effects are identified and these are predicted to be to local residents
of seven dwellings (see paragraphs 9.7.42-9.7.44). Residents at
none of the dwellings are predicted to suffer highly significant (major)
effects and furthermore it is assessed that an overbearing effect
upon residential amenity would not arise.
Traffic and transport
The ES Chapter 17 (volume 6.2) sets out the consideration of traffic
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Ms L Morris

Comments made

There was vociferous, almost unanimous
demand at local consultation meetings for the
undergrounding of the whole length of the
connection - this seems to have been ignored
citing cost as the over-riding factor - why are we
trying to save the developer money to the
detriment of local people?
Inequitable treatment of urban and rural
communities - protecting the urban environment
by undergrounding whilst spoiling the rural
environment with pylons and overhead cables.
Visually an industrial linking between the
industrial power-plant of Brechfa Forest West
wind-power station and Alltwalis Wind-farm, to
the urban area of Carmarthen, cutting through
the virtually unspoiled countryside.

WPD Response
and transport effects arising from the proposed development. The
scope of the assessment was agreed with CCC as highways
authority, and Welsh Government (South Wales Trunk Roads
Agency) which has responsibility for trunk roads. The traffic numbers
that would be generated during construction are set out in Chapter
17 at Table 16.10 with subsequent tables splitting the numbers into
HGV and Light Vehicles (LVs). The assessment concludes that
traffic levels would be low, and in combination with other
developments, most notably the consented Brechfa Forest West
Wind Farm, would be less than the levels generated by that
development at its peak, alone. WPD remains conscious of the need
to minimise any disruption by construction vehicles and has
produced a Construction Traffic Management Plan (volume 8.7)
which would be secured via a requirement of the DCO.
Undergrounding of the whole connection
WPD’s consideration as to the appropriateness of undergrounding
the whole connection and the process taken to identify any locations
where mitigation in the form of undergrounding may be appropriate
are set out in answer to relevant representation 29 above.
Urban and rural areas
WPD’s approach to the consideration of urban and rural areas is set
out in answer to relevant representation 29.
Visual effects with operational and consented wind farms
The operational Alltwalis Wind Farm forms part of the existing
baseline against which the visual effects of the proposed
development are considered. (see ES Chapter 9, volume 6.2).
Consented but non-operational wind farms, including Brechfa Forest
West are assessed within the consideration of cumulative visual
effects (ES Chapter 9, section 9.11). No significant cumulative visual
effects are identified.

Additional submissions
Rep
Wales and
West Utilities

Comments made
(Submission not in prescribed format but
accepted by the ExA.).

WPD comment/ action
No comment.

No objection to the proposals.
If the application is approved then they require
WPD to contact them directly to discuss their
requirements in detail. Should any diversions be
required then these will be fully chargeable.
The information provided by WPD has been
forwarded to Asset Management for comments
and if WWU are affected then an Engineer will
contact WPD direct.
Cyngor
Cymuned
Cynwyl Gaeo

BJP

On behalf of the community council for Cynwyl
Gaeo, we write to you because we feel very
disappointed that your service isn’t making it
possible to be put underground. Unfortunately,
you have ignored the views of the local people.
M. Jones (Clerk)
Address: Tremafon, Pumsaint, Llanwrda SA19
8BQ

21 landowners represented and comments
made in relation to each landowner.
In summary:
 No objection to the scheme subject to an

Undergrounding of the whole connection
WPD’s consideration as to the appropriateness of undergrounding
the whole connection and the process taken to identify any
locations where mitigation in the form of undergrounding may be
appropriate are set out in answer to question 29 above.
Consideration of local opinion
WPD has undertaken a significant amount of pre-application
consultation both with statutory consultees, PILs and members of
the public. The thoroughness of the consultation process is
explained within the Consultation Report (Volume 5.1). This
document also describes the changes made to the development
as a result of consultation at sections 5.4, 6.4, 11.7 and 12.4.
Mr & Mrs B Patten; Mrs DA Davies; Ms F Morris & Messrs HW
& EH Davies; Mr & Mrs HV Miles; Mr & Mrs LET Birch; Mr &
Mrs W Bowen; Messrs DA, AJ & Mr MP Reed; and Mr GA
Dufty.
Careful design of the route reduces impacts as far as practicable.









underground routing.
Lack of feedback from WPD regarding
the alternative routing proposed by
landowners (inc absence of invites to
discuss the line and alternative routing
as emphasised in the consultation
documentation).
Extent of the compensation payments
being made available does not
compensate the land owner fully in
respect of the true losses caused by the
scheme including injurious affection, new
access rights and disturbance.
Emphasis on the example set at Alltwalis
Wind Farm regarding payments to
landowners to exchange payments from
an annual wayleave to one based on a
Deed of Grant.
Many clients believe they have been
disenfranchised from objecting to the
scheme or voicing their opinions as a
result of the actual or perceived legal
threat from the allegations made by WPD
against the Chair Person at the open
meeting at Carmarthen Livestock Centre
in autumn of 2014. (Evidence to be
presented on this at the inquiry).

Individual client representations summarised as
follows:
 Depreciation in market value of clients’
properties.
 No objection to the line being installed
underground.
 Negative effect of the creation of

The predicted socio-economic impacts have been assessed and
found not to have any impact on land value. UK law does not
require compensation to be paid for visual impact.
The project offers one-off lump sum rates for WPD’s equipment to
be situated on land and to allow access to that equipment.
The landscape and visual effects of the Proposed Development
(including cumulative) have generally been identified as minor or
negligible and not significant. This reflects the relatively small
scale and wooden pole appearance of the proposed overhead
infrastructure, the careful route alignment process undertaken and
the decision to underground the section of the route across most
of the Towy Valley SLA.
The “Guide to payments to landowners” contained in the
Landowner Pack expressly states that injurious affection will be
considered on an individual basis and in accordance with current
legislation and comparable settlements. Any claims submitted on
this basis will be considered after the connection is completed. It
should also be noted that successful injurious affection claims
would be paid in addition to easement and incentive payments.
Messrs Evans; DJP Davies & Sons (Crugan Fawr); Mr CO
Evans; Mr & Mrs RHW Howells; Mr & Mrs RC Jones; Messrs
DA & WG Jones; Mr P Morris; Mr & Mrs HD Walters; and Mr &
Mrs RDH Bowen.
Careful design of the route reduces impacts as far as practicable.
The predicted socio-economic impacts have been assessed and
found not to have any impact on land value. UK law does not
require compensation to be paid for visual impact.
Undergrounding the route is not justified as mitigation other than
through the Towy Valley, where significant highly significant
(major) landscape and visual impacts would be incurred from an





easements and rights of way on the
value of clients’ properties.
Visual intrusion of the new power line to
clients’ properties.
Significant injurious affection on clients’
property which has not been reflected in
the compensation schedule.
Clients’ farming practices will be much
affected by the scheme and the
compensation scheduled proposed is
insufficient to cater for the losses caused
to the clients’ property.

overhead line.
The project offers one-off lump sum rates for WPD’s equipment to
be situated on land and to allow access to that equipment.
The landscape and visual effects of the Proposed Development
(including cumulative) have generally been identified as minor or
negligible and not significant. This reflects the relatively small
scale and wooden pole appearance of the proposed overhead
infrastructure, the careful route alignment process undertaken and
the decision to underground the section of the route across most
of the Towy Valley SLA.
The “Guide to payments to landowners” contained in the
Landowner Pack expressly states that injurious affection will be
considered on an individual basis and in accordance with current
legislation and comparable settlements. Any claims submitted on
this basis will be considered after the connection is completed. It
should also be noted that successful injurious affection claims
would be made in addition to easement and incentive payments.

There were a couple of individual objections
relating solely to specific clients.
Mr D J B Thomas, Gwillinen, Bolahaul Road,
Cwmffrwd, Carmarthen: this client has recently
commissioned a wind turbine on his land and
part of the planning process was that all cables
should be placed underground so as not to form
a visual intrusion.
Mr Alun Thomas, Nantcwmgwili Farm,
Llanllawddog, Carmarthen: this client retains
valuable grazing within the forest area for silage
and aftermath cattle grazing and has confirmed

The poles, which are predominantly single wooden poles, can be
micro-sited with the agreement of landowners and should not
result in significant loss of harvesting area and no land will be
taken out of permanent use. Measures to minimise damage to
the ground during installation are recorded in the CEMP (volume
8.6), which was included in the DCO application. The payments
contained in the “Guide to payments to landowners” are based on
the rates recommended by the Farming Unions and the CLA and
include elements for interference with farming operations based
on studies undertaken by ADAS.

Mr & Mrs Eagle:
Careful design of the route reduces impacts as far as practicable.

that the intended use of the access tracks by
WPD (and its contractors) will severely affect the
on-going quiet enjoyment by the client in respect
of rights of access across the tracks to the
client’s property. During construction it will be
nigh impossible to utilise the land. Meetings are
required with WPD to determine the best course
of action to ensure the quiet enjoyment of the
land and sufficient compensation safeguards or
ensuring continual access to the retained farm
land.

The predicted socio-economic impacts have been assessed and
found not to have any impact on land value. UK law does not
require compensation to be paid for visual impact.

D J P Davies & Sons, Llwynfilltir, Cwmffrwd,
Carmarthen: these clients occupy as sitting
tenants and seek an undertaking from WPD that
all losses directly related to the scheme will be
(reasonably) compensated and that they will
have access to the retained land farmed at all
times.

Mr DJB Thomas:
WPD notes that the connection to the single wind turbine has
been placed underground. However WPD is of the opinion,
supported by the landscape and visual assessment contained
within ES Chapter 9 (volume 6.2), that the effects of an OHL in
this location, forming part of the proposed development, would not
be significant.

It is not felt that the additional cost of undergrounding the route is
justified other than through the Towy Valley, where significant
ecological, heritage and landscape impacts would be incurred
from an overhead line.
The project offers one-off lump sum rates for WPD’s equipment to
be situated on land and to allow access to that equipment.

Alun Thomas:
WPD understands that the tracks referred to include the access
track into the forestry which WPD proposes to use to access the
site compound and the proposed development. The tracks are
forestry tracks in the ultimate control of NRW. The number of
vehicles proposed to use the highway (assessment location 27)
which leads into the forest is set out within the ES Chapter 16
(volume 6.2) and on Figure 16.7. The maximum number of HGV
construction vehicles in any week is estimated as being 20, with a
weekly average of eight. Use of the route into the forest is
estimated to be required by HGVs for 11 weeks. Total vehicle
movements, including HGVs is estimated at a weekly peak of 38
and weekly average of 14 with a total duration of 18 weeks.
Movements are two-way, i.e. 14 per week equates to 7 vehicles,
less than two vehicles per day. Beyond the construction

compound, the amount of track to be used by WPD to access the
proposed development during construction, and that understood
to be used by Mr Thomas, is approximately 700m.

The Canal and
River Trust

City and
County of
Swansea
Health and
Safety
Executive

(Submission not in prescribed format but
accepted by the ExA).

DJP Davies & Sons (Llwynfilltir):
Any damage caused in exercising the rights contained in the DCO
will be made good to the reasonable satisfaction of the landowner
or occupier. If any damage cannot be made good, or if WPD
prefers, compensation will be paid to the owner or occupier in lieu
of making good.
No comment.

No further correspondence requested.
Submission not in prescribed format but
accepted by the ExA.

No comment.

No intention to register as interested party.
Submission not in prescribed format but
accepted by the ExA.

No comment.

No intention to register as interested party.

